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Welcome to The Hockey Museum


Welcome to The Hockey Museum, the first and only museum of (field) hockey in the world!
Immerse yourself in the sport’s history and heritage, not only in Britain where the ‘modern’ game started, but from all around the world. Unveil our vision, mission, and ambitious goals. Meet the dedicated trustees and staff who help bring the legacy of hockey to life. Together with our partners, we preserve and promote the origins and evolution of our great sport. Prepare to be captivated by historical stories, absorbing oral histories and heartfelt obituaries that shine a long-overdue light onto hockey’s fascinating past.
Discover the latest news, ground-breaking research and our programme of exhibitions and events. Learn about our treasured collections and archives and how you can utilise them, or reach out to us with an enquiry. Sign up to our mailing list to receive historical hockey stories and keep up to date with the activities of the museum.
Support our work to uncover and share the untold stories of hockey. Whether through a generous donation, leaving a lasting legacy or lending your time as a volunteer, you can help to save hockey’s heritage and inspire future generations with its history.
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WHAT’S NEW
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Advert to appoint a Museum Collections Manager

The Hockey Museum is seeking to appoint a Collections Manager. COLLECTIONS MANAGERContract:...
Read More
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1984-1988 Olympic Medallists’ Reunion and GB Cap Presentations

Norman Hughes collecting his GB honours cap.   Although it is now some four decades since the...
Read More






[image: A black and white engraving showing women in ankle-length dresses, blouses and wide-brimmed boater hats playing hockey in a field in front of a row of trees and bushes. The roof of a large house can be seen above the trees in the background.]  


																		
Women’s Hockey in late Victorian England

A Ladies’ Hockey Club at Play, c.1894. Engraving after an artwork by Lucien Davis.   100...
Read More
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David Henry Jones, 1940-2023

11.03.1940 – 01.06.2023   Hockey played an important role in the life of David Jones, but he...
Read More
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Maurice Turnbull: Against All odds, a New Photograph Emerges

Photo: Welsh teammates William Richard Edwards (left) wearing a light blazer and scarf andMaurice...
Read More
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Shelagh Davson, 1925-2023

13.10.1925 – 23.06.2023 By Di Giles, friend and Gloucester hockey. The loss of Shelagh Davson in...
Read More
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Sheila Cornwallis (Mrs Harding), 1951-2023

20.06.1951 – 22.12.2023   By Katie Dodd, former England and Ealing Ladies’ Hockey Club...
Read More
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At Practice with a French Team in 1924

By Rebecca Burton, The Hockey Museum volunteer In Hockey Field and Lacrosse magazine 100 years ago...
Read More
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The Chemistry of Cemlyn Foulkes

Photo: Cemlyn Foulkes’s Great Britain honours cap presented to his widow Catrin by Austin Savage....
Read More
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Hockey’s Blue Card Innovation Came Well Before That of Football

There has been a lot of recent news coverage concerning the potential introduction of blue cards...
Read More












Explore the Fascinating Work of The Hockey Museum in Giving Hockey’s History a Future
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Support Us
You can ensure the longevity of our charity museum by making a regular or one-off donation, leaving a legacy in your Will, volunteering with us, or by gifting items to the collection.
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Our Collections
Our collection is made up of many areas. These inform our understanding of the history of hockey, facilitate our research and are at the heart of our exhibitions and stories.
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Research
We encourage people to visit and use our library, archives and collections as a basis of their research. Several of our volunteers undertake research of their own. Discover more.
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Visit Us
All you need to know about visiting us in our Woking home: opening hours, visits by appointment, our accessibility offering and more.













MAILING LIST SIGN UP
“Fabulous and fascinating!”
Sign up to our mailing list to receive Hockey Shorts, our mailshot of great historical short stories and updates on museum activity direct to your inbox.
Join our mailing list family and come to know more of the “fabulous and fascinating” work we do and the stories we uncover.
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